PROGRAM

THE STUNNING STILTERS
CHA CHA CHA CHA RIKI-VARI
COOPER HENNINGFIELD & HER
PERVERIFICATION PACHYDERM
????
RODNEY'S ROPE OF DEATH
WHO'S ON FIRST
THE CRAZY CAVALCADE OF CLOWNS
ARE PUT TO THE TEST
COOPER HENNINGFIELD & HER
PERVERIFICATION PACHYDERM
THE POWERFUL PEDAGOGUES
AND THE PRETTY PEDAGOGUETTES
THE TRIALS & TRIBULATIONS
OF THE TITILLATING TRAMPOLINERS
THE LIBERTY SISTERS
THE QUAKER QUACKERS
COOPER HENNINGFIELD,
MASTER MAGICIAN
THE ASTOUNDING ACROBATS!
(OUR SHOW IS DEDICATED TO JONATHAN)
(OUR DEAR PAUL WHO IS ON THE MEND)

circusamok.org

THE TRouPE

JennIFer MILLER
BECCA BLACKWELL
CINDY GREENBERG
SCOTTY HERON
OzMrAnY TELEZ
CARLTON WARD
ELENA ZUBLAKe
ROUSTABOUTS: CYPRESS,
TANISHA THOMPSON, BARB MONCION

THE BAND

JEnNY roMaiNE
MUSICAL DIRECTOR + BAND LEADER
MARy FEASTER
LEE FRISARI
Ben MEyERS
SA RAH FE RHOLT
Susan WATTS

CoMposERS: eyVinD KANG, burt
BACHARACH, RossIvI, LABH JUnjUA
+ PUNJAB, MG, THE WATTS - HOFFMAN,
DYNASTY, MARIACHI ORY; BENNY
GOODMAN, HIDDEN CAMERAS,
SEAN PAUL, JOSEPHINE BAKER,
OUTCAST
DIRECTED BY Jennifer Miller
IN COLLABORATION WITH THE CAST
ADDITIONAL WRITING Jenny Romaine
ART DIRECTOR Clare Dolan
SETS + PROPS + COSTUMES:
Kate Hubbard, Jonathan Berger,
Kelly Horrigan, Alessandra
Nichols, Cindy Greenberg,
Erin Laubenstein, Trina Walling,
Jenny Romaine, Mor Erlich,
Sabrina DeSousa
INTERN EXTRAORDINAIRE Kate Hubbard

THANK YOU: Sarah East Johnson
+ Lava Home, Jennifer Monson,
John Jasperse, Great Small Works,
Tanis Bradshaw, American Cultural
Laboratory, Scott Cargyle + Shake
Speare Project, Kenny Kauferman,
Kate Kaufman + All Our Volunteers,
Laura Helton

THE BAND THANKS: Julian Hintz,
Carlos Rosello + Cuerdas, Sarah Wilson,
Great Small Works, Moni Sedeq, The
Mariachi Divas, Anne Pope N.Y.P.L.,
Esther Kaplan, Sabina Jane, Doug
Weiselman

FUNDERS: N.Y. State Council On
The Arts, NYC Dept. Of Cultural Affairs,
J.P. Morgan Chase Grant Prov. They
Brooklyn Arts Council, Nancy Quinn
Fund of Alliance of Residence Theaters,
Sparkplug Fdn, Barbara J. Wright + Dee
Kenny/the Roots + Wings Fund of Astraea Fdn,
Sonya Staff Fdn, North Star Fund,
Puffin Fdn, Ltd, FAO Schwartz Family
Fndn,